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Executive summary
The aim of this report was to assess the feasibility of evaluating the Whitemoor intervention pilot for individuals
assessed as DSPD (Dangerous and Severe Personality Disorder) using a randomised controlled trial (RCT).

Background
DSPD individuals are those who pose a significant risk of serious harm to others as a result of their severe
personality disorder. It has been estimated that there are about 1,400 DSPD prisoners at any time. The
operational definition of DSPD currently involves an assessment of: dangerousness (based on five risk assessment
instruments); personality disorder (based on two instruments): and the link between them (based on file data and
one assessment inventory).
The main advantage of an RCT is that it equates persons in a treated group with persons in a control group on all
possible (measured and unmeasured) variables that influence key outcomes. In this way it is possible to
disentangle the effects of the treatment from pre-existing differences between the groups. However, very few
previous RCTs have been carried out in British prisons.

Current practice
Currently, potential DSPD prisoners are identified in the eight prisons in the high security estate, are screened, and
asked if they are willing to come to the Whitemoor DSPD unit. Selection for the DSPD unit is voluntary, but many
prisoners are keen to receive treatment that will reduce their perceived risk and hence (in their eyes) increase their
probability of being released. In April 2002, 60 prisoners were either waiting to be screened or were screened and
willing and waiting to be admitted to the DSPD unit.
The Whitemoor DSPD unit contains 90 beds, of which 36 are currently assigned for assessment and 54 for
treatment. Dialectical Behaviour Therapy (DBT) has been chosen as the basis for the treatment. About 50
prisoners per year are currently being assessed. Up to March 2002, 63 prisoners had been assessed, of whom
about half were considered suitable for DBT. Only four of those to complete the assessment were not assessed as
DSPD.
The main aims of the DBT-based treatment are to improve personal and social functioning, to improve emotional
regulation (mood, anger, irritability), to reduce the risk of harm to self and others, to reduce the person’s distress,
and to improve the person’s amenability to treatment for sexual and violent offending.

Outcome measures
Because few of the DSPD prisoners will be released within the next three years and so will not have the
opportunity to reoffend, the main outcome measures in any evaluation would have to be based on psychometric
tests, ratings, behaviour and prison disciplinary offences. Research is needed to develop instruments that could
measure change in these outcomes, and especially in the risk of committing serious violent or sexual crimes. The
report recommends that a sample of prisoners in the high security estate should complete a variety of instruments,
and the results correlated with past serious violent and sexual offences, to develop a set of dynamic items that can
be used to measure changing risk. Research is also needed on the validity of self-reporting in these measures by
DSPD prisoners.

Numbers
Statistical power analysis was carried out to establish the minimum sample size that would be needed to detect the
likely effect of the treatment. Assuming that 50 prisoners were in the treated group, it was concluded that at least
300 prisoners would be needed in the control group. This would apply to both experimental and quasiexperimental evaluations. If the number of treated prisoners could be increased from 50 to 80 or 100, this would
have disproportionate benefits for statistical power.

Ethical issues
The main ethical issues centre on the denial of treatment to prisoners in the control group and the need for
prisoners to freely consent to participate in the research without any inducements.
These issues can be countered by, first, the fact that because the number of eligible prisoners greatly exceeds the
number of available treatment beds, arguably, random allocation is the fairest way to select prisoners for
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assessment and treatment in the Whitemoor DSPD unit. Second, prisoners who are controls at one time could be
eligible to be selected for treatment at a later time. Third, prisoners can freely consent (or not) to participate in the
research.
While prisoners may hope that their chances of release on parole would be increased by the treatment, in fact the
probability of DSPD prisoners on determinate sentences being released early is likely to be low irrespective of the
treatments they have received: no single treatment is likely to have a crucial effect. Therefore, the report is
cautiously optimistic that an RCT to evaluate DBT-based treatment in Whitemoor could be approved by the South
East Multi-Centre Research Ethics Committee (MREC).

Conclusion
The main problems threatening the feasibility of an RCT to evaluate the Whitemoor DSPD unit are the small
number of prisoners who will receive the treatment; the heterogeneity of DSPD prisoners; the likely length of the
treatment (2 to 3 years); the assessment case flow (50 per year); the occupation of treatment beds by previously
assessed prisoners; and the possibility of dropouts from the treatment. The report concludes that an RCT would
be feasible if:
•

potential subjects were assessed for DSPD in the eight feeder prisons

•

several hundred DSPD prisoners were identified and were willing to participate in the RCT

•

the case flow for DSPD assessment in Whitemoor was increased

•

the length of the DBT-based treatment was shortened

•

DSPD prisoners deemed unsuitable for DBT were given some other treatment.

If an RCT is not feasible, the treatment should be evaluated by using matched treated and control groups, by
comparing before and after outcomes in each group, or by statistical adjustment (e.g. in a regression equation) for
pre-existing differences between groups. All of these methods require research to devise dynamic risk measures
that are related to serious sexual and violent offending. The key dynamic items could be combined into a risk
score that was measured before and after the treatment.
Our conclusion is that efforts should continue to create the conditions that would make it feasible to evaluate the
Whitemoor DSPD unit using an RCT, because this is the “gold standard” design.
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Introduction
The main aim of this report is to assess the feasibility of evaluating the Whitemoor pilot treatment unit for DSPD
(Dangerous and Severe Personality Disorder) prisoners using a randomised controlled trial (RCT). The White
Paper on Reforming the Mental Health Act (Department of Health/Home Office, 2000, Part II, paragraph 6.53)
noted that “there is a need to define and refine current treatment goals for offenders with personality disorder and
to undertake long term randomised trials with long term follow up”.
The main advantage of an RCT is that it equates persons in the treated group with persons in the control group on
all possible (measured and unmeasured) variables that influence key outcomes – providing that there are a
sufficiently large number of people (e.g. at least 50) in each group. This equating makes it possible to disentangle
the effects of the treatment from the effects of other variables that influence key outcomes (pre-existing differences
between the groups). Technically, an RCT has higher internal validity than alternative quasi-experimental
evaluation methods that involve matched treated and control groups, the comparison of predicted and actual
outcomes in each group, or statistical adjustment for pre-existing differences between groups (Cook and Campbell,
1979; Shadish et al., 2002).
In assessing the feasibility of an RCT, the authors visited Whitemoor, Rampton Hospital, the Home Office and the
Prison Service Headquarters and benefited from information supplied by:
Gill Attrill:

Principal psychologist, head of high intensity programmes in the prison service, developing
the psychopathy treatment programme

Roberta Babb:

Psychologist at Whitemoor

Jane Bell:

Lead psychologist, high secure services project, DSPD programme

Jamie Bennett:

Head of DSPD Units, HMP Whitemoor

Jeremy Coid:

Professor of Forensic Psychiatry at St. Bartholomew’s Hospital

Jason Davies:

Lead psychologist on DBT (Dialectical Behaviour Therapy) at Rampton

Jo Dobry:

Member of the Parole Board

Caroline Doyle:

Psychiatric nurse concerned with selection for the Whitemoor DSPD Unit (she is now at
HMP Frankland)

Sue Evershed:

Psychologist at Rampton who has evaluated their DBT-based programme

Gareth Hancock:

Psychiatric Nurse, HMP Whitemoor DSPD Intervention Unit (he has since left)

Val Hawes:

Psychiatrist at Whitemoor concerned with DSPD Unit

Todd Hogue:

Psychologist at Rampton, consultant psychologist to DSPD programme

Ian Keitch:

Lead psychiatrist concerned with DSPD treatment in Rampton and Whitemoor, and a
member of the Parole Board

Jane Martin:

Secretary of the South East Multi-Centre Research Ethics Committee (MREC)

Mary Piper:

Public health consultant at prison health policy unit, Department of Health

Deborah Rutter:

Research assistant for Peter Tyrer

Yvonne Schell:

Lead psychologist for assessment in Whitemoor DSPD Unit (she has since left)

Peter Tyrer:

Professor of Forensic Psychiatry, Imperial College Faculty of Medicine, responsible for the
evaluation of the DSPD assessment procedure at Whitemoor and Rampton

Mollie Weatheritt:

Member of the Parole Board

Pam Wilson:

Head of psychology in the high security prison estate.
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Previous RCTs in British prisons
Randomised controlled trials in criminal justice settings were reviewed by Farrington (1983). Four RCTs in British
prisons, borstals or training schools were completed in the 1960s and 1970s, but very few or no large scale ones
seem to have been carried out in these settings in the UK since.
Mark Williams (1970, 1975) randomly allocated 610 male borstal inmates to one of three open borstals, differing in
their regimes (traditional, group counselling or case-work). The experimental analysis did not begin until these
borstals were full of randomly allocated inmates. The inmates treated in the case-work borstal were significantly
less likely to be reconvicted in a two-year follow-up period (51%, compared with 63% in the other two conditions,
and a 63% rate for all borstal boys at that time). Contrary to the psychologists’ predictions, the most disturbed boys
did best and the least disturbed boys did worst in the traditional borstal.
Margaret Shaw (1974) randomly allocated 176 male prisoners to receive special case-work assistance from
welfare officers during the last six months of their sentences or to a control condition in two prisons (Ashwell and
Gartree). The experimental prisoners were significantly less likely to be reconvicted in a two-year follow-up period
(57% versus 76%). However, in a replication of this experiment by Tony Fowles (1978) in one prison (Liverpool)
with 304 male short-term prisoners, the experimentals were not significantly less likely to be reconvicted in a oneyear follow-up period (39% versus 43%). These researchers justified these experiments ethically by pointing out
that control prisoners could seek welfare help and were not refused, whereas the welfare officers actively sought
out the experimental prisoners to try to help them.
In the fourth experiment, Derek Cornish and Ron Clarke (1975) randomly allocated 173 Kingswood training school
boys to one of two houses, respectively operating a therapeutic community and a traditional regime. Reconviction
rates in a two-year follow-up period did not vary according to the regime (70% therapeutic community, 69%
traditional). Possibly because of these negative results, Clarke and Cornish (1972) became disillusioned with the
RCT method and concluded that “it is particularly unlikely that its widespread use [i.e. the widespread use of RCTs]
at present would significantly advance our knowledge about institutional treatment in ways that could not be
otherwise achieved” (p.21).
Undoubtedly, one of the reasons for the death of RCTs after the 1970s was because of the conventional wisdom at
that time that “nothing works” (see e.g. Brody, 1976), which suggested that treatment experiments were
unnecessary. However, the climate has now changed, and Home Office-funded RCTs are now being encouraged,
as in the above quote from the White Paper (Department of Health/Home Office, 2000, Part II, paragraph 6.53).
There have been some small scale RCTs carried out in British prisons since 1975. For example, Simon Shepherd
(1991) randomly assigned 37 young offenders at Swinfen Hall either to an intervention programme or to a control
group. The intervention programme used cognitive-behavioural techniques designed to reduce symptoms of
anxiety and depression. Before and after self-report measures of anxiety and depression showed that the
treatment was effective (although the statistical power of evaluations with such numbers should be borne in mind).
The authors have also heard about an RCT carried out in Winchester prison by Cliff Howells on drug treatment but
have not managed to obtain any report from it.
Finally, there is an RCT currently underway in Britain involving one prison (HMP Bullingdon). This trial is part of a
wider RCT-based study testing the effects of restorative justice at different stages of the criminal justice system and
within four different agencies: Metropolitan Police, Northumbria Police, Thames Valley Area of the National
Probation Service, and the Prison Service. This study is still in the middle of its work, however, and there are not
any results yet available.
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HMP Whitemoor
Selection for the Whitemoor DSPD unit
Potential DSPD prisoners for assessment in the Whitemoor DSPD unit are referred by psychologists from the eight
prisons in the high security estate (Belmarsh, Durham, Frankland, Full Sutton, Long Lartin, Wakefield, Whitemoor
and Woodhill). The DSPD unit has been publicised widely. For example, a “road show” has been held in all eight
prisons, encouraging staff to refer prisoners. An “open day” was held at Whitemoor, attended by prison staff,
psychologists and psychiatrists from the eight prisons. There was an article about the Whitemoor unit in the
prisoners’ newspaper Inside Times. However, the eight prisons have referred rather different numbers of
prisoners. The DSPD unit has so far received prisoners mainly from Wakefield, Frankland and Whitemoor. This
may be at least partly because of the willingness of the staff at these prisons to refer: all prisons received the same
amount of information. However, it may also relate to the fact that staff in Whitemoor (which has a DSPD unit) and
Frankland (which will have a DSPD unit) are particularly aware of DSPD prisoners.
Possibly eligible prisoners are screened by a psychiatric nurse in Whitemoor’s DSPD unit. The DIA (Dispersion
Induction Assessment) is consulted where it is available, giving assessments for dyslexia, basic literacy and
numeracy skills, the CNI (Criminological Needs Interview), the MCMI (Millon Clinical Multiaxial Inventory), the
WAIS (Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale), drug tests and prison officer reports. It used to include the PCL-R (the
Psychopathy Checklist-Revised) but this has generally been suspended. However, the PCL-R can be completed
as part of the DIA after a recommendation by a psychologist. According to the Prison Service some prisoners are
reluctant to have PCL-R assessments because of the possible negative consequences for them of having high
PCL-R scores.
The screening consists of reading the prisoner’s files (including medical and psychiatric records, probation reports
and histories), interviewing staff, and compiling evidence about the prisoner’s personality disorder and
dangerousness (based on their criminal history). Each prisoner is then interviewed to tell them about HMP
Whitemoor and his rights; to ensure that he is not mentally ill; and to see if he is willing to come to the DSPD unit.
This information is then fed back to the multidisciplinary DSPD team at HMP Whitemoor who then select prisoners
who seem likely to be DSPD to come for the full assessment at HMP Whitemoor. In general, disruptive prisoners,
and those considered likely to move out of the DSPD unit, are screened out.
Selection for the DSPD unit is voluntary. However, it is believed in Whitemoor that many prisoners are keen to
receive treatment that will reduce their risk and hence (in their eyes) increase their probability of being released.
On 26 April, 2002, there were 21 prisoners who had been screened, selected and were waiting for admission to
Whitemoor, and a further 39 were waiting to be screened.

The definition of DSPD
The concept of “Dangerous and Severe Personality Disorder” (DSPD) was introduced in the July 1999 Green
Paper on Managing Dangerous People with Severe Personality Disorder (Home Office/Department of Health,
1999). In the December 2000 White Paper on Reforming the Mental Health Act, DSPD individuals are defined as
those “who pose a significant risk of serious harm to others as a result of their severe personality disorder”
(Department of Health/Home Office, 2000, Part II, paragraph 1.5).
Of course, the definitions of what is “significant” risk, “serious” harm and “severe” personality disorder can be rather
subjective. Severe personality disorder overlaps with “psychopathy” but these are two different concepts. The
1999 Green Paper stated that the overwhelming majority of DSPD persons would have committed offences such
as murder, manslaughter, grievous bodily harm, arson or serious sex crimes (Home Office/Department of Health,
1999, p.9). An estimate of the number of DSPD prisoners was obtained from the Office for National Statistics
(1998) survey of psychiatric morbidity in prisoners. DSPD cases were defined as those with antisocial personality
disorder and six out of ten common risk factors (not specified) for recidivism. On this basis, it was estimated that
there were about 1,420 adult male sentenced prisoners in this extreme category (Home Office/Department of
Health, 1999, p.34).
The DSPD assessment process was developed by a group chaired by David Thornton (Department of
Health/Home Office, 2000, Part II, paragraph 6.38). The operational definition of DSPD is as follows (Thornton and
Hogue, 2001):
(a) Dangerousness: A significant risk of committing a serious violent or sexual offence after release (within the
next 15 years). This is assessed using a number of risk assessment tools:
(i) HCR-20 (Historical, Clinical, Risk Management Items; Webster et al., 1997)
(ii) VRAG (Violence Risk Appraisal Guide; Quinsey et al., 1998)
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(iii) Static-99 (Hanson and Thornton, 1999)
(iv) SVR-20 (Sexual Violence Risk; Boer et al., 1997)
(v) Risk Matrix 2000 (Thornton et al., 2001)
There is some repetition of the items in these instruments and they are likely to be highly intercorrelated. (This is
currently being investigated by the DSPD assessment evaluation.) Generally, the risk must be greater than 50 per
cent according to at least two of the instruments for an individual to be assessed as dangerous.
(b)
Personality disorder: This is measured using the PCL-R (Hare, 1991) and IPDE (International Personality
Disorder Examination). Prisoners must have either:
(i) a PCL-R score of 30 or more; or
(ii) a PCL-R score of 25 to 29 plus at least one personality disorder according to ICD-10 or DSM-4 criteria
(excluding antisocial); or
(iii) two or more personality disorders according to ICD-10 or DSM-4 criteria (one of which can be antisocial).
(c) Link: There is a demonstrable link between personality disorder and dangerous behaviour in at least two past
offences and/or a link between personality disorder and offence-like behaviour in prison. This is measured using
file data and the IPRF (Individual Psychological Risk Factor) inventory (Hogue and Thornton, unpublished).
In order to be assessed as DSPD, a prisoner must have (a) risk, (b) personality disorder, and (c) the link. This has
been described as:
“The operational definitions of risk and severe PD being used in the pilot project were arrived at
somewhat pragmatically as no such definitions existed especially in the recognised clinical literature.
With regard to risk we have tried to identify only those who are at greatest risk of serious violent
and/or sexual reoffending. Unfortunately many of the risk assessment tools do not give the
specificity we would have hoped for… With regard to severe PD we again have tried to identify only
the most severely affected individuals, hence the need for people to meet quite stringent criteria.”
There is a great deal of research, mainly carried out in Canada, and to a lesser extent in Sweden, on the predictive
accuracy of the HCR-20, VRAG and PCL-R. For example, Rice and Harris (1995) found that the VRAG predicted
violent recidivism among offender populations, although results in a sex offender population were less impressive
(Rice and Harris, 1997). Douglas et al. (1999) reported that the HCR-20 predicted later violence among a
psychiatric population, and that the H (Historical) scale was the best predictor. Grann et al. (2000) showed that the
VRAG and the H scale predicted violent recidivism among mentally disordered offenders in Sweden. Hemphill et
al. (1998) carried out a meta-analysis of studies investigating the ability of the PCL-R to predict violent and sexual
recidivism. However, no studies seem to have examined correlations between changes in PCL-R scores over time
and changes in offending. Hanson and Thornton (2000) found that the Static-99 predicted violent and sexual
recidivism in Canadian and British samples.
There have also been studies comparing different ris k assessment instruments. For example, Douglas and
Webster (1999) reported that the H scale of the HCR-20 correlated 0.62 with the VRAG and 0.50 with the PCL-R.
Sjostedt and Langstrom (2002) compared the VRAG, the PCL-R, the SVR-20 and the Rapid Risk Assessment for
Sex Offence Recidivism (a component of the Static-99) in predicting recidivism among personality-disordered
rapists in Sweden. Only the RRASOR predicted sexual recidivism, but the other three instruments predicted
violent non-sexual recidivism. Kroner and Mills (2001) in Canada compared the ability of five instruments
(including the VRAG, HCR-20 and PCL-R) to predict recidivism among violent offenders, and found that the HCR20 was the best predictor of future violence, but the VRAG was the best predictor of reconvictions in general. More
research of this kind needs to be carried out in Great Britain.

Assessment in the Whitemoor DSPD unit
The assessments detailed above are completed for each prisoner in the DSPD unit. In addition, prison staff
complete the DBRS (Daily Behaviour Rating Scale) and prison files are consulted. A 22-page assessment report is
then completed by the psychology team for each prisoner. The authors wonder whether it is necessary to have
1
such a detailed assessment procedure. If the assessment period were shorter, an RCT would be more feasible
1 The reason for the length of the assessment process relates not only to the time it takes to conduct the structured
risk assessments but also allows time for detailed behaviour observation, case formulation and coming to a
judgement about the link between risk and personality disorder.
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because more prisoners could be treated (see the section, “Can a feasible RCT be designed?”). There is then an
intervention case conference for each prisoner that yields a clinical judgement about whether he is suitable for the
proposed intervention based on DBT (Dialectical Behaviour Therapy).
The Whitemoor DSPD unit, D-wing, contains “Red Spur”, “Blue Spur” and “Green Spur”, with a total of 90 beds.
For some, conditions in the DSPD unit can be more pleasant than in their feeder prisons. The prison staff are
specially selected, highly motivated and committed. Prisoners are given normal employment; a huge step forward
for some who are typically unable to hold down a job in a conventional prison environment. Through this
opportunity, some relatively good money can be made by prisoners – £15 a week compared to £2.50 when doing
no work.
The DSPD assessment procedure and the DSPD treatment programme are quite separate and will be evaluated
separately. One of the aims of the DSPD assessment procedure is to compare the existing assessment
instruments with the Personality Assessment Schedule – Severe Personality Disorder version (Tyrer, 2000).
Another aim is to assess the effect of the existing assessment procedure on violent episodes and costs, using an
RCT. Finally, it also aims to assess the reliability and validity of all instruments, and their predictive accuracy in
relation to the DSPD diagnosis. There is also a qualitative element to the project.
The assessment is completed in “Red Spur”, which has a maximum of 36 beds. It is planned that two prisoners will
be admitted every two weeks and that the assessment process will take 17 weeks. Assessments began in
September 2000 and the DSPD unit was closed for building work between April and July 2001. The original
assessment procedure included some group work treatment which the prisoners liked. This was dropped because
it was considered that treatment should not be included in the assessment. Of the first 31 prisoners admitted to the
DSPD unit before April 2001, 22 completed the assessment. These prisoners had heterogeneous offending
histories. Their current offences were murder or manslaughter in six cases, rape and murder in five cases, rape in
two cases, armed robbery in four cases, sexual offences against children in two cases, plus one case each of
attempted murder using a firearm, GBH and false imprisonment. Eleven were in the “Blue Spur” treatment unit in
February 2002.
Of the 63 prisoners admitted to the DSPD unit up to March 2002, 32 had completed the assessment. Of these, 13
were considered suitable for the intervention based on DBT, 13 were considered unsuitable (2 of whom were
classified as not DSPD), and six were unclear. Hence, it seems likely that roughly half of the assessed prisoners
will be considered suitable for the intervention based on DBT. Of the 16 still being assessed (1 of whom was not
DSPD) five were considered suitable for DBT. Fifteen prisoners did not complete the assessment: eight withdrew
and seven were removed (1 inappropriately placed near to the victim, 1 inappropriate sex behaviour, 1 intimidation,
1 assault, 1 refused drug test, 1 mental illness, 1 not DSPD). Only four of the 63 admissions were classified as not
DSPD.
The DSPD assessment procedure may be explicitly specified in future legislation. The White Paper on Reforming
the Mental Health Act (Department of Health/Home Office, 2000, Part II) proposed new compulsory powers of
detention and treatment. Prisoners would be required to undergo a four-week screening assessment to establish
whether there was sufficient evidence of DSPD to justify a longer-term intensive assessment (paragraph 6.39).
After the case was considered by a Mental Health Tribunal, a full specialist DSPD assessment could be required,
lasting 12 weeks (paragraph 6.42). If and when these proposals become law, the DSPD assessment process
would not be voluntary. Compulsory assessment would pose problems; in particular, prisoners may be even more
likely to tell lies in interviews in an attempt to avoid the consequences of being labelled as DSPD.

Treatment in the Whitemoor DSPD unit
Dialectical Behaviour Therapy (DBT) within a structured therapeutic setting has been chosen as the basis of the
treatment to be used in “Blue Spur” and “Green Spur” in Whitemoor. This was mainly because of the encouraging
results obtained with DBT in Rampton and partly because many of the potentially DSPD prisoners who were first
assessed in “Red Spur” showed borderline traits that DBT could address. However, later intakes have been more
likely to show solely psychopathic, rather than borderline, traits. There will also be motivational work to get
prisoners ready for DBT, and criminogenic needs work after DBT. The primary aim of the DBT-based treatment is
to treat the personality disorder rather than to reduce the risk of violent or sexual offending. However, the precise
nature of the intervention has not yet been finalised.
“Blue Spur” and “Green Spur” each have 27 beds, giving a total of 54 treatment beds. The DBT-based treatment is
scheduled to begin in April 2003. In the meantime, there is a “supportive regime”, and in April 2002, an activity
centre opened, providing classroom activities such as art, design and information technology.
DBT is a manualised therapeutic approach developed by Linehan (1993a, 1993b). It was originally developed as a
treatment for self-harming women with Borderline Personality Disorder. It is based on a model of Borderline
Personality Disorder as consisting of impairments in interpersonal abilities, emotion regulation, tolerance of distress
and self-control. DBT aims to improve these abilities using weekly individual behavioural psychotherapy combined
with group sessions of skills training and telephone consultation with a therapist as and when required.
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A detailed systematic review of the literature on the effectiveness of treatment for DSPD (Warren et al., 2001),
concluded that “there is no convincing evidence that psychopathic or antisocial personality disorder can or cannot
be treated” (p.164). In regard to DBT:
“There is little from the studies of CBT [Cognitive-Behavioural Treatment] that suggests that any one approach is
more promising than any other in terms of research evidence. DBT is marginally ahead, although the authors of
the study conducted with patients in high security suggest that DBT (or CBT in general) may not be suitable for
patients with limited cognitive capacity… All the evidence reviewed in this chapter regarding DBT pertains to the
treatment of women. This treatment is, as yet, untested in male patients” (p.90).
In the Personality Disorder unit at Rampton Hospital, it was found that most of the violent impulsive men had
Borderline Personality Disorder or Borderline traits. About five years ago, a modified version of DBT began to be
used. The aim of the treatment is to provide individuals with skills to manage their impulsivity and emotional
dysregulation (mood swings, anger, aggression, irritability and self-harm) and thereby reduce the risk of violence to
themselves or others. An evaluation by Sue Evershed (2002), based on psychometric measures before, during and
after treatment, showed that the treated men benefited from the intervention, with better coping skills, lower
impulsiveness and a lower violence propensity. This evaluation was based on small numbers (8 treated and 9
comparison forensic patients with similar personality disorders). A DBT-based approach is also being used in
Colorado by Robin McCann, with similar benefits (see McCann et al., 2000).
DBT treats the PD that interferes with conventional treatments for sexual and violent offending. It is therefore often
combined with other treatments (e.g. for deviant sexual arousal). Essentially, DBT is a vehicle to motivate and
engage patients and provide them with skills so that they can benefit from other treatments to decrease their PD
and dangerousness. The treatment goals and targets are specifically identified for each patient and therefore,
although the DBT skills groups are manualised, the individual focus of the work is not. It requires a high level of
clinical experience and is likely to change over time in light of experiences with particular types of patients. At
Rampton, modifications have been made to the standard DBT programme to work with an offending population.
However, it would be possible to manualise this specific version in a relatively short time.
Based on experience in the Whitemoor DSPD Unit, about 25 of 50 prisoners assessed in a year might be
considered suitable for DBT. The main criterion for suitability is whether the prisoner shows emotional
dysregulation. In general, disruptive and psychopathic prisoners are excluded. Men with high PCL-R scores are
not excluded if they have emotional dysregulation and it is considered that they would benefit from DBT. The
“unsuitable” prisoners are returned to prisons in the high security estate. One possibility in the future would be for
these prisoners to receive the psychopathy treatment programme that is currently being developed and is due to
commence piloting in March 2004. This is designed for prisoners scoring 25 or above on the PCL-R. It is a
cognitive behavioural treatment targeting risk factors such as egocentricity, impulsivity and hostile attributions and
aiming to change antisocial thinking and socio-cognitive skills deficits (Attrill, 2001).

Outcome measures
Since few of the DSPD prisoners will be released within the next three years and thus not in a position to reoffend,
the main outcome measures used in any evaluation would have to be based on psychometric tests, ratings,
behaviour and prison disciplinary offences. The main aims of the DBT-based treatment are to improve personal
and social functioning, to improve emotion regulation, to reduce the risk of harm to self and others, to reduce the
person’s distress, and to improve the person’s amenability to treatment for sexual and violent offending. Therefore,
the tests and observations should be chosen to assess how far these aims have been achieved.
Items on many tests can be divided into static versus dynamic ones. Static items can never change (e.g. age at
first violent incident) whereas dynamic items can change (e.g. impulsivity). For example, the first ten items on the
HCR-20 (Webster et al., 1997) are static, while the second ten items are dynamic. The instruments currently used
to assess risk or dangerousness contain mainly static items. The PCL-R contains both static and dynamic items.
Dynamic items are obviously more relevant for assessing change over time. For example, all HCR-20 items may
be assessed in a pre-test (to assess risk for violence) but only the ten dynamic items in a post-test. The IPRF
contains 26 dynamic items and so might be used in assessing treatment effects. In regard to the risk for sexual
violence, we understand that David Thornton has developed a “Structured Risk Assessment” for use in the Sex
Offender Treatment Programme. This covers four risk domains: sexual interests, distorted attitudes, socio-affective
functioning and self-management.
Any outcome measures would have to be usable not only in Whitemoor (for experimentals) but also in many other
settings (for controls). This is one reason why complex or highly specialised measures such as the PPG (penile
plethysmograph) would not be feasible. The Daily Behaviour Rating Scale currently being used in Whitemoor to
observe behaviour seems potentially useful and usable in other institutional settings, although a better developed
instrument such as the Prison Behaviour Rating Scale (Cooke, 1998) could be used. Useful psychometric tests
that could detect change and that could be used widely include the Personality Assessment Schedule (Tyrer 2000),
the Custodial Adjustment Questionnaire (Thornton, 1987), the Emotion Control Questionnaire (Roger and Najarian,
1989), the Psychological Inventory of Criminal Thinking Styles (Walters, 1995a, 1995b, 1996), the Level of Service
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Inventory, Revised (Andrews and Bonta, 1995), the General Health Questionnaire (Goldberg, 1978), the Beck
Depression Inventory (Beck and Steer, 1987), the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (Barratt, 1994), the Novaco Anger
Scale (Novaco, 1980) and the Sex Offender Need Assessment Rating (Hanson and Harris, 2000). However, it is
unclear how far DSPD prisoners would give valid responses on self-report questionnaires. Research on validity is
essential. If DSPD prisoners do not give valid self-reports, outcome measures would have to be based on ratings,
prison records and behavioural observations.
It would be useful to carry out a research project in which a sample of prisoners in the high security estate
completed all these instruments. The main aim of this project would be to determine which dynamic items were
correlated with past serious violent and sexual offending. These dynamic items could then be used to develop a
dynamic risk scale for estimating the effect of DBT, or any other treatment. In the interests of drawing independent
conclusions, this research should be carried out by persons who were not involved in constructing these
instruments and have no personal stake in them.
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Randomised Controlled Trials
General problems of an RCT
Farrington (1983) strongly advocated the use of RCTs and discussed both their advantages and problems.
Problems associated with the intervention included: How far is the treatment based on theory? What was the exact
nature of the treatment implemented? Did the treatment change over time? Was there a Hawthorne effect
contingent upon the extra attention given to the experimental group? How far did all the experimental subjects
receive treatment? Were experimental subjects who co-operated unrepresentative? How far did all the control
group not receive treatment? Was there differential attrition from experimental and control conditions? What was
the “active ingredient” of the treatment that caused the effect? How far was there an interaction between types of
subjects and types of treatments?
Problems associated with outcomes included: How far were outcome measures guided by theory? How far were
outcome measures reliable and valid? How can problems associated with reconviction be overcome (e.g.
separation of rehabilitation from individual deterrence, gaps between reoffending and reconviction, high
reconviction probabilities, underestimation of true offending)? How far are follow-up results biased by the
knowledge of who are experimentals or controls? What should be the length of the follow-up period (e.g.
depending on the causal lag between treatment and effect)? It is desirable to have pre-test and post-test
measures of offending and measures of effect size as well as statistical significance; issues of statistical power
need to be considered in the design (see later).
Practical problems include how to get co-operation from policy makers and programme staff, how to avoid case
flow problems (which always seem to occur with RCTs), and how to maintain the randomisation in the face of
practical issues. For example, in evaluating the impact of Colchester YOI, Farrington et al. (2000, 2002) began
randomly allocating young offenders to Colchester or to control institutions, but the randomisation could not be
maintained because of: the need to allow young offenders to complete educational courses e.g. for A levels; and
the problem that family members could not visit if young offenders were allocated to a YOI hundreds of miles from
their homes. Another practical problem is how to achieve a “double-blind” trial where neither the subjects nor the
evaluators know who is in the experimental condition.

Statistical power analysis
Statistical power analysis can be used to specify what sample size is needed for given values of the effect size,
statistical significance and statistical power. Statistical significance, conventionally set at p=.05, is the probability of
falsely rejecting the null hypothesis of no effect when it is true. Statistical power, set at a minimum of 0.70, is the
probability of correctly rejecting the null hypothesis when it is false.
What is the likely effect size of the DBT-based treatment? This is unknown. Perhaps the most useful information
is provided in the meta-analysis by Redondo et al. (1999) of the influence of European treatment programmes on
recidivism. The average effect size (d) over all subjects and all programmes was 0.24, with a 95% confidence
interval between 0.20 and 0.29. This 0.24 effect size corresponds to a change in the percentage reconviction rate
from 50 per cent to 38 per cent (Lipsey and Wilson, 1998). Behavioural (d = 0.48) and cognitive-behavioural (d =
0.46) programmes were the most effective, and the effectiveness of programmes with juveniles (d = 0.36) was
greater than with adults (d = 0.20). Since it is proposed to use a cognitive-behavioural treatment with adults, it
might be predicted that the most likely effect size will be between d = 0.20 (a 10% reduction in recidivism) and d =
0.40 (a 20% reduction in recidivism). An effect size of 0.10 (a 5% reduction in recidivism) seems almost too small
to be worth detecting.
Given that the DBT-based treatment is predicted to improve functioning and decrease recidivism (a directional
prediction), it would be defensible to use a one-tailed test of statistical significance. However, Table 1 shows
sample sizes required for both one-tailed and two-tailed tests. In Table 1 (obtained using the “Power and
Precision” statistical package), power is set at 0.70. For example, the table shows that with 50 in the treated group,
a control group of at least 172 is required to detect an effect of d = 0.35 at p = 0.05 (one-tailed). The problem is
that the sample size in the treated group is non-linearly related to statistical power. The required size of the control
group decreases dramatically as the number of treated prisoners increases from 50 to 80 or 100.
Table 1 shows that, if the effect size is 0.30, 60 treated prisoners could be compared with 306 controls in order to
achieve statistical significance at p = 0.05 (one-tailed). If the effect size is 0.25, 100 treated prisoners would have
to be compared with 381 controls to achieve significance in a one-tailed test.
An alternative approach is to ignore statistical power and merely investigate the sample sizes required to achieve a
statistically significant result for different values of d.
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These are shown in Table 2. With d = 0.25 and 50 treated prisoners, 320 controls would be required to reach
statistical significance at p = 0.05 (one-tailed). If d = 0.20, 80 treated prisoners and 435 controls would be required
to reach statistical significance at p = 0.05 (one-tailed).
Table 1: Sample sizes required to detect different effect sizes with statistical power = 0.70
Minimum Control N
Effect Size (d)
.20
.25

.30

.35

.40

One-Tailed
50
60
80
100
125
150

x
x
x
x
1386
487

x
x
x
381
217
168

x
306
135
101
84
76

172
110
76
64
57
53

62
52
43
39
36
34

Two-Tailed
50
60
80
100
125
150

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
622
340

x
x
376
194
140
118

x
338
141
104
86
78

133
92
67
57
52
48

.30

.35

.40

Treated N

x = Over 2000.

Table 2: Sample sizes required for statistical significance at p = 0.05
Treated N

Minimum Control N
Effect Size (d)
.20
.25

One-Tailed
50
60
80
100
125
150

x
x
435
207
145
121

320
153
92
74
64
59

73
58
46
41
37

37
33
28

23
21

Two-Tailed
50
60
80
100
125
150

x
x
x
x
411
264

x
x
262
156
118
101

288
145
88
71
61

81
62
48

43
37

x = Over 2000
Given that the effect size seems unlikely to exceed 0.30 (corresponding to a 15% decrease in recidivism), the main
implications of these analyses are that an increase in the treated group above 50 is highly desirable and the control
group should contain at least 300 prisoners. For illustrative purposes, this report assumes that a total of 400
prisoners are randomly allocated to treated (50) or control (350) groups. These numbers would apply in both
experimental and quasi-experimental evaluations.

Ethical issues
The ethical issues obviously depend on the particular design of the RCT. The authors assume that potentially
DSPD prisoners will be identified in the eight prisons in the high security estate and will be asked if they are willing
to participate in an RCT to evaluate the treatment in the Whitemoor DSPD unit. It is also assumed that about 400
will be identified as willing and will be randomly allocated to experimental (50) or control (350) groups.
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The first ethical issue arises from the denial of the DBT-based treatment to those in the control group. All the
clinicians interviewed were concerned about this, and generally were opposed to an RCT because they thought
that everyone should be treated. However, the problem is that the number of DSPD treatment beds is not sufficient
to treat all prisoners who are likely to be defined as DSPD. The Office for National Statistics (ONS) estimate of
1,420 DSPD prisoners (Home Office/Department of Health, 1999, p.34) is vastly in excess of the 50 treatment beds
in the Whitemoor DSPD unit, and also in excess of the total 300 DSPD high security beds that are expected to be
available by 2004. Where the number of persons who want treatment greatly exceeds the number who can be
treated, random allocation may be the fairest way to select prisoners for treatment. It is also possible to select 50
treated prisoners every year (or every two years) out of the eligible population, so that control prisoners at one time
would have the chance of going to the DSPD unit at a later time. Also, of course, it is not known whether the DBTbased treatment is effective, and hence whether control prisoners would have derived any benefit from it (or indeed
any harm).
For the report, the secretary of the South East Multi-Centre Research Ethics Committee; Jeremy Coid, Professor of
Forensic Psychiatry at St. Bartholomew’s Hospital; and a public health consultant at the Prison Health Policy Unit,
Department of Health were consulted about ethical issues. In addition, Sue Evershed, whose evaluation project in
Rampton was approved by an ethics committee was also interviewed. Sue Evershed said that her ethics
committee was concerned that no treatment was offered to the control group. Also, the controls were less cooperative than the experimentals in completing assessments, because they thought that there was nothing in it for
them. The Prison Service’s psychopathy programme is currently carrying out research on motivational factors in
psychopaths.
A key issue for MREC is that prisoners should freely consent to participate in research without any inducements,
and should be able to refuse or withdraw at any time.
Currently, prisoners are keen to be treated in the DSPD unit because they hope that it will decrease their perceived
risk and hence improve their chances of release on parole. The authors consulted representatives of the parole
board to discuss parole issues. They thought that a prisoner might benefit if he had received an effective
treatment, although in practice prisoners (including those in the control group) may receive many different
programmes, any single programme may not be crucial, and the effectiveness of the DBT-based treatment is
unclear. The Parole Board receives a great deal of information about each prisoner, and the actual programmes
attended are less important than the conclusions drawn by report writers. The representatives of the parole board
were much more concerned about the DSPD label, which they felt could stigmatise prisoners in the eyes of the
Parole Board. Being labelled as DSPD seemed to be the main risk for prisoners in agreeing to participate in an
experiment at present. (As mentioned, new legislation in the future might make the DSPD assessment
compulsory, although there is no guarantee that the term ‘DSPD’ would remain.) The probability of DSPD
prisoners on determinate sentences being released early would be very low irrespective of what treatments they
had received. Prisoners who were allocated to the control group would have few risks or benefits.
An important ethical argument is that the benefits of an RCT (in proving most convincingly whether or not a
treatment is effective) might outweigh its costs (e.g. of denial of treatment to control prisoners). In light of the
potential risk to the community of DSPD persons, it is important that they receive treatment in prison that has been
proved to be effective and cost-effective. The authors are cautiously optimistic that an RCT to evaluate DBT-based
treatment in the Whitemoor DSPD unit could be approved by MREC (under present legislation).

Specific problems of an RCT to evaluate the DSPD unit
The main problems threatening the feasibility of an RCT to evaluate the Whitemoor DSPD unit are as follows:
•

the current case flow for assessment of 50 prisoners per year

•

the small number of DSPD prisoners who will receive DBT. If only 25 prisoners were in the treated group, this
number would be too small to achieve the main benefit of randomisation of equating treated and control groups
on all possible (measured and unmeasured) extraneous variables that influence outcomes. Also, the number
would be too small to detect the effects of the treatment reliably (see the power analysis above)

•

the heterogeneity of the DSPD prisoners. This is especially a problem when combined with the small number.
The clinicians, especially, emphasised the variability of DSPD prisoners

•

the projected length of the DBT-based treatment: 2 to 3 years. This again compounds with the small numbers
resulting in a very small sample of treated DSPD prisoners

•

the fact that the DBT-based treatment is not constant for every prisoner (since it involves individual one-to-one
work) and is likely to change over time, in the light of experience

•

the possibility of dropouts from the treatment. DSPD prisoners are not very stable and keep moving between
different settings (e.g. to the segregation unit, to other prisons). This is a problem at present because the
treatment is voluntary
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•

the fact that ratings of prisoners are not blind to condition (treated versus control) may bias them

•

the possibility that DSPD prisoners may not give truthful answers in interviews.

Many of these problems are interconnected, and many also would be problems in a quasi-experimental evaluation
(not using an RCT). The uncertainty of the new legislation poses a further problem, but this report will discuss
these issues in the context of the present legislation.
Prisoners could be randomly allocated to treated or control groups either before or after reception to the Whitemoor
DSPD unit. However, there are many problems of allocation after reception. First, few prisoners are currently
assessed: about 50 per year. Second, prisoners come to the unit expecting treatment. Third, only about 25 out of
each 50 prisoners who are assessed are likely to be considered suitable for the DBT-based treatment. There
would be little point in carrying out an RCT based on a total N of 25 (e.g. 12 treated and 13 control), because this
number would not ensure the equivalence of the experimental and control groups.
An RCT is likely to be more appropriate and feasible if prisoners are assessed in the eight feeder prisons and then
randomly allocated to treated or control groups. As mentioned, out of 400 eligible prisoners, 50 could be randomly
allocated to the Whitemoor DSPD unit in the first year and 350 could be randomly allocated to a control group.
However, if only 25 out of 50 prisoners who are randomly allocated to the DSPD unit receive the DBT-based
treatment, this is a problem. The random allocation ensures comparability of the 50 treated to the 350 controls, but
it does not ensure comparability of the 25 who receive the DBT-based treatment to the 350 controls.
In analysing the results of the experiment, the 50 treated prisoners would have to be compared to the 350 controls.
However, if only half of the treated prisoners received DBT, this would not be a good test of the effects of the DBTbased treatment. This problem would be alleviated somewhat if the other 25 received some other kind of treatment
(e.g. for psychopathy). Then, the success of the overall treatment strategy (either DBT or psychopathy) could be
determined by the RCT, and the success of each individual type of treatment could be determined quasiexperimentally by comparing pre-test and post-test assessments.
If the DBT-based treatment lasts at least two years, this would limit the number of treated subjects in an RCT to
about 25 in the time period April 2003 – April 2005 (assuming that the treatment begins in April 2003). Arguably,
the success of a treatment should only be evaluated when it has been completed. On some present assumptions,
50 prisoners would not have completed their treatment in the Whitemoor DSPD unit until April 2007.

Can a feasible RCT be designed?
It is clear from the report so far that an RCT would be desirable and feasible in some circumstances but not in
others. It would be most feasible if:
•

potential subjects were assessed for DSPD in the eight feeder prisons

•

several hundred DSPD prisoners were identified by the assessment and were willing to be treated in the DSPD
unit in Whitemoor

•

the case flow for DSPD assessment in Whitemoor was increased

•

the length of the DBT-based treatment was shortened to one year

•

DSPD prisoners deemed unsuitable for DBT were allocated to some other treatment programme

•

an outcome measure was developed consisting of dynamic items that predicted serious sexual and violent
offending.

There are various other circumstances that are not considered in this report. For example, if the operational
definition of DSPD was made less restrictive, more DSPD prisoners would be identified in the high security estate.
If the operational definition of DSPD was simplified to include fewer instruments, the DSPD assessment would take
less time. Generally, the current assessment system is taken as given (it is being separately evaluated by
Professor Peter Tyrer for the DSPD programme) and the report does not question whether the DBT-based
treatment is the best choice.
The feasibility of an RCT would be increased if potential subjects were assessed for DSPD in the eight feeder
prisons. At present, prisoners in the five dispersal prisons (but not the three core locals) receive the DIA, which
takes about eight to ten days per inmate. As explained above, the DIA includes the CNI, MCMI, WAIS and other
basic assessments, although this is currently bring audited by the Home Office’s Research, Development and
Statistics Directorate (RDS) to confirm. The current DSPD assessment in Whitemoor is largely based on eight
instruments: the HCR-20, VRAG, Static-99, SVR-20, Risk Matrix 2000, PCL-R, IPDE and IPRF. Assuming that
each instrument takes two days to complete, it does not seem impossible for this assessment to be completed in
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about 16 days per inmate. In principle, therefore, (given sufficient resources), sentenced prisoners in the eight
2
feeder prisons could be assessed for DSPD in four weeks.
The feasibility of an RCT would be increased if several hundred DSPD prisoners were identified in feeder prisons.
This could be achieved most efficiently by first screening prisoners on the basis of their current (or past?) offences,
using the Inmate Information System (IIS). The identification of possibly DSPD prisoners could be initially on the
basis that they have committed an offence falling within the Crime (Sentences) Act 1997 or CSA: murder,
attempted murder, conspiracy to murder, manslaughter, wounding with intent to do GBH, robbery involving the use
of real or imitation firearms, possession of a firearm with intent to endanger life, rape, attempted rape or unlawful
sexual intercourse with a girl under 13. The CSA specifies that an offender aged 18 or over committing a second
offence of this type should receive an automatic life sentence unless there are exceptional circumstances.
Table 3 shows that there were 2,840 inmates in the eight feeder prisons on 28 February, 2002 whose current
offence fell within the CSA. If about half of these prisoners were severely personality disordered, it might be
estimated that there would be about 1,420 DSPD prisoners, surprisingly agreeing with the ONS estimate for the
prevalence of DSPD prisoners. The ONS (1998) also estimated that about 70 per cent of all prisoners had an
identifiable personality disorder. However, the main point is that there would be hundreds of eligible DSPD
prisoners at any given point in time (especially if past as well as current offences were considered).
Table 3: Number of male prisoners in the high security estate who have committed CSA crimes
Crime
Murder
Attempted Murder
Conspiracy to Murder
Manslaughter
Wounding/GBH
Robbery with intent
Possess Firearm with Intent
Rape/Attempted Rape
Unlawful sex under 13
Total
Note: CSA = Crime Sentences Act (1997)
Data from 28 February, 2002.

No.

Prison

No.

938
123
26
68
256
495
124
804
6
2,840

Belmarsh
Durham
Frankland
Full Sutton
Long Lartin
Wakefield
Whitemoor
Woodhill

372
150
509
478
317
493
296
225

Total

2,840

Table 4 divides up the 2,433 sentenced prisoners out of the 2,840 according to whether they were serving life
(1,301, or 53%) or determinate sentences (1,132, or 47%). About one-third had already passed their EDR or
earliest date of release (9%) or would reach it within three years (26%). The remaining 12% would not reach their
EDR within the next three years. It should be noted that DSPD prisoners with a relatively short time to serve will
still be assessed and treated. It is planned that they will receive individualised treatment that prepares them for
release.
Table 4: Time to serve of male prisoners in the High Security Estate who have committed CSA crimes
Prison

Serving
Life

Passed
EDR

EDR within
3 years

EDR over 3
years

Total

Belmarsh
31
13
69
29
142
Durham
18
6
38
3
65
Frankland
224
54
157
74
509
Full Sutton
254
53
104
66
477
Long Lartin
203
26
56
32
317
Wakefield
360
27
68
38
493
Whitemoor
174
26
57
38
295
Woodhill
37
13
72
13
135
Total
1,301
218
621
293
2,433
Note: CSA = Crime Sentences Act (1997)
Data from 28 February, 2002
EDR = Expected Date of Release (based on automatic release date, conditional release date or parole
eligibility date, depending on which one was relevant)
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However, again it must be noted that the structured risk assessments are only one part of the assessment
process at HMP Whitemoor, with other factors such as behavioural observation, case formulation and professional
judgement also requiring substantial time.
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It seems likely that most DSPD prisoners identified in the feeder prisons would be willing to come to the Whitemoor
DSPD unit if they thought that they would receive treatment that would reduce their risk and improve them in other
ways.
The feasibility of an RCT would be increased if the Whitemoor assessment period was shortened. If the
assessment for DSPD was made in the feeder prisons, it may be feasible to determine suitability for the DBTbased treatment in four weeks. This might mean that each assessment bed could be used for (say) ten prisoners
per year. If there were 15 assessment beds, this might allow 150 prisoners to be assessed per year, producing
(say) 75 prisoners deemed suitable for the DBT-based treatment. This is a hypothetical example, but the general
point is that reducing the Whitemoor assessment period would allow more prisoners to be assessed and treated.
Given the total of 90 beds in D-wing, possibly 75 beds could be used for treatment. Increasing the number of
prisoners in the treated group from 50 to 75 would have disproportionate benefits according to the power analysis
discussed above.
The feasibility of an RCT would be increased if the length of the DBT-based treatment was shortened to one year.
Taking the above example, possibly 75 DSPD prisoners could be treated in the first year, and a new allocation
procedure could then occur in each succeeding year.

A possible RCT flow chart
In any RCT, it is important to specify a flow chart of cases, with numbers. Figure 1 specifies a possible flow chart
for an RCT to evaluate the DBT-based treatment provided by the Whitemoor DSPD unit. Initially, N1 CSA
prisoners could be identified in the high security estate, using the IIS, as explained above. A certain number (N2)
of these N1 prisoners would then be assessed in the high security estate to determine if they were DSPD, and
conversely (N1 – N2) would not be assessed for various reasons (e.g. because they refuse).
N3 prisoners would then be identified as DSPD, and conversely (N2 – N3) prisoners would be identified as not
DSPD. The expectation is that N3 would be at least many hundreds at any given time. Taking the ONS estimate
of 1,420 DSPD prisoners, possibly only half of the prisoners in the high security estate (chosen at random) would
need to be assessed to yield sufficient numbers for an experimental evaluation. Possibly, the sample of prisoners
to be assessed could be stratified according to time left to serve, so that a specified fraction of those assessed
would be released within three years. This could make it possible (in principle, depending on numbers) to evaluate
the DBT-based treatment according to reoffending.
Of the N3 DSPD prisoners, N4 would consent to participate in the Whitemoor assessment and treatment
programme if selected, and conversely (N3-N4) would decline. Alternatively, the (N3 – N4) could include some
prisoners who were screened out because they were considered likely to be unsuitable or too mobile for treatment.
Of the N4 who consented, N5 would be randomly allocated to be assessed in the Whitemoor DSPD unit, and
conversely (N4 – N5) would be randomly allocated to the control group. Under current plans, N5 would be about
50 per year, and (N4 – N5) would be of the order of several hundreds. By reducing the assessment period in
Whitemoor, as mentioned above, it might be possible to increase N5 to 100 or even 150 per year.
Of the N5 who are assessed, N6 (about half, based on experience so far) would be deemed suitable for the DBTbased treatment, and conversely (N5 – N6) would be deemed unsuitable. Of the N6 who were suitable, N7 would
be treated, and conversely (N6 – N7) would not be treated. Of the N7 who were treated, N8 would be regarded as
“completers” of the treatment in some sense, and conversely (N7 – N8) would be non-completers or treatment
dropouts.
Neglecting the problem of prisoners who have already been assessed (who could not be part of an RCT), it can be
predicted that about 25 DSPD prisoners will begin treatment in 2003 (N7). From the viewpoint of an RCT, it would
be desirable if N7 could be increased to at least 50. Assuming that most suitable prisoners are treated and that
half of those who were assessed would be suitable, N5 should be over 100. In turn, based on the statistical power
analysis, N4 should be over 400.
The value of N3 is more problematic. If the N4 prisoners are defined as those who consent, it might be expected
that the majority of the N3 DSPD prisoners would consent. Hence, N3 could be at least 500. However, if (N3 –
N4) includes prisoners who were screened out as probably unsuitable or too mobile for the treatment, N3 might
have to be at least 800. In principle, it should be possible to identify at least 1,000 DSPD prisoners in the eight
feeder prisons, although in practice this would require considerable resources. (This assessment might eventually
be required under the new legislation.)
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Figure 1: Participant flow chart for RCT

CSA Prisoners
Identified
(N1)
CSA Prisoners Not
Assessed (N1–N2)

CSA Prisoners
Assessed
(N2)

Non-DSPD
Prisoners
(N2–N3)

DSPD Prisoners
(N3)

Did not Consent
(N3–N4)

Consented
(N4)

Assessed
(N5)

Control
(N4–N5)

Suitable
(N6)

Not suitable
(N5–N6)

Treated
(N7)

Not treated
(N6–N7)

Completed
(N8)
Dropout
(N7–N8)
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It is envisaged that the evaluation would focus on six groups who would complete pre-test and post-test
instruments:
(a)

N8 treatment completers

(b)

(N7 – N8) treatment dropouts

(c)

(N6 – N7) not treated

(d)

(N5 – N6) not suitable

(e)

(N4 – N5) controls

(f)

(N3 – N4) who did not consent (or were screened out).

Ideally, the pre-test would be given in the feeder prisons and the post-test at the end of the Whitemoor treatment
period. As mentioned, those who were controls in one year could be eligible to be treated in a later year.
The main evaluation of the treatment would be on an “intention-to-treat” basis, that is comparing groups (a), (b), (c)
and (d) together (N5) with the control group (N4 – N5). Pre-test versus post-test changes in the assessments of
group (a) versus group (b) would show quasi-experimentally how far the treatment has an effect; it might be
predicted that there would be a dose-response relationship between the amount of treatment received and the
amount of improvement observed. Changes in the assessments of group (d) versus groups (a), (b) and (c) might
provide some indication of the effects of being selected for the DSPD unit and assessed. Changes in the
assessments of group (f) would assist in determining how far the consenters (or those not screened out) were
untypical, and hence how far the results of the experiment might be generalisable to all DSPD prisoners.
This flow diagram does not take account of prisoners who have already been assessed in the DSPD unit at
Whitemoor. To the extent that they occupy treatment beds, there would be fewer treatment beds available for
prisoners participating in the RCT.
Many RCTs experience case flow problems: the number of eligible cases seems large at the beginning but then
decreases for one reason or another. Therefore, in the interests of carrying out a successful RCT, it is important to
cast the net relatively wide at the beginning and assess a relatively large number of CSA prisoners (N2). This
would also help to overcome problems of attrition later on in the flow diagram (e.g. prisoners who do not consent or
who drop out of treatment).

An alternative evaluation strategy
As indicated above, there are many circumstances in which using an RCT to evaluate the Whitemoor treatment
would not be desirable or feasible. This would be especially true if only 50 DSPD prisoners were assessed and
only 25 were treated and if previously assessed prisoners occupied treatment beds from 2003. All clinicians
spoken to were against an RCT for a variety of reasons, including the ethics of denying treatment to those
allocated to the control group and the heterogeneity of DSPD prisoners (suggesting that the treatment would be
different for each prisoner). Prison managers were not opposed to an RCT.
Where an RCT is not desirable or feasible, the treatment can be evaluated by using matched treated and control
groups, by comparing before and after outcomes in each group, or by statistical adjustment for pre-existing
differences between groups. All of these methods require the research recommended above to devise outcome
measures by comparing dynamic items with offending histories. Once the key dynamic items that are related to
serious violent and sexual offending have been established, control subjects who match the treated subjects could
be selected from the feeder prisons. This matching could be done prospectively (before the Whitemoor
assessment) or retrospectively (after the Whitemoor assessment), although prospective matching would be better.
Prisoners would have to give informed consent in a quasi-experimental evaluation, and they could not be blind to
their condition.
There are problems of choosing a matched comparison group. The DIA does not have an adequate measure of
personality disorder that could be used in matching control prisoners to the experimental group. Hence, control
prisoners would have to be selected using a DSPD assessment procedure. Also, many of the DIA instruments
depend on self-report and hence may be open to manipulation by DSPD prisoners. The PCL-R might possibly be
used in selecting control prisoners; the authors understand that the Prison Service has administered the PCL-R to
over 200 prisoners as part of their DIA, and these data might possibly be made available to assist in retrospectively
selecting a control group.
The key dynamic items could be combined into a dynamic risk score that distinguishes serious violent and sexual
offenders from others (or possibly into two risk scores, one for violence and one for sex). Pre-test and post-test
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scores could be compared for treated and control subjects. Also, the post-test score (or some key dynamic items
measured on the post-test) could be regarded as the outcome, and this could be predicted by pre-test scores (or
items) and by treated versus control group in a regression equation. The key question is whether being in the
treated or control group predicts key outcomes after controlling for pre-test differences between the groups.
It is also desirable to devise key dynamic outcome measures and to have pre-test and post-test measures of them
in case an RCT breaks down and cannot be carried through successfully. In this case, the data would have to be
analysed as a quasi-experiment. Also, the pre-test measures could provide a check on the pre-test comparability
of prisoners in the treated and control conditions of an RCT.
A possible advantage of a retrospective quasi-experimental evaluation is that the prisoners who have been
assessed so far might conceivably be included in it. However, it has to be emphasised that a quasi-experimental
evaluation would be far less convincing than an RCT.
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Conclusions
An RCT is desirable and feasible in some circumstances but not in others. It is not feasible if about 50 potentially
DSPD prisoners are assessed between April 2003 and April 2004, about 25 are considered suitable for the DBTbased treatment, and the other 25 receive no specific treatment (e.g. are returned to the feeder prisons). It is
especially not feasible if the DBT-based treatment takes three years, and if treatment beds are occupied by
previously assessed prisoners.
An RCT is feasible if several hundred prisoners can be assessed for DSPD in the feeder prisons, if the length of
the Whitemoor assessment is shortened (thereby allowing more prisoners to be assessed and treated), if prisoners
deemed not suitable for DBT receive some alternative (e.g. psychopathy) treatment, and if the treatment lasts only
one year.
Research is urgently needed to devise key risk measures based on dynamic items that correlate with serious
violent and sexual offending. Assuming that few DSPD prisoners will be released in the next three years (to allow
a reconviction follow-up), these measures are needed whether or not an RCT is carried out. They should be given
to treated and control groups before and after any treatment in an RCT or in a quasi-experimental evaluation. If an
RCT is not carried out, the treatment can be evaluated by comparing pre-test and post-test risk measures of
treated and control groups. If an RCT is carried out, the treatment can be evaluated by comparing post-test
measures of treated and control groups. Research is also needed on the validity of self-reporting by DSPD
prisoners. It would be desirable to plan for a reconviction follow-up by stratified sampling of prisoners according to
their time left to serve.
Ultimately, whether an RCT is desirable and feasible will probably depend on decisions made operationally in the
Prison Service and will not be under the control of researchers. For example, the assessment of prisoners for
DSPD in feeder prisons might require considerable resources that could not be provided as part of a research
project. The authors have made recommendations based on what is best for evaluation research, but of course
many other factors have to be taken into account in making decisions about how to evaluate the treatment of
DSPD prisoners. Our conclusion is that efforts should continue to create the conditions that would make it feasible
to evaluate the Whitemoor DSPD unit using an RCT, because this is the “gold standard” design.
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